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TempWorks & Sense

Sense is the only talent engagement and communication platform built for staffing. Effortlessly turbocharge

recruiting, marketing and contractor care teams to dramatically improve the candidate experience, lower contractor

attrition and increase redeployment.

With Sense Journeys build workflows that seamlessly transition from automated to personal, 1:1 communication,

and send emails and text messages at the right moment for improved engagement across the candidate lifecycle.

Accelerate the hiring process by giving recruiters a scalable, two-way texting tool and reach candidates in the way

they prefer. Send hundreds of unique touchpoints in minutes, grow engagement rates exponentially, and make more

placements, all from one integrated platform.

Use Sense analytics to track open rates, response times, and candidate engagement to uncover talent trends and

actionable insights to proactively improve your business. Source feedback directly with pulse checks and NPS

surveys at every stage of the talent lifecycle and automate follow-up communication to ask for more information or

referrals and reviews.

Sense’s enterprise-ready integration with TempWorks augments recruiter productivity by activating your data with

the best of two powerful systems, together. Every message and response is written back to the correct TempWorks

contact, while every TempWorks field is accessible to make your outreach relevant, personal, and timely.

Make happy talent your competitive advantage. Personalize, automate, and optimize each step of the candidate

journey with the only all-in-one solution built for staffing.

Want to learn more about Sense? Check out their website: https://www.sensehq.com/tempworks

Sense Benefits Include:

Scale communication and increase productivity by automating time-consuming follow-ups

Build relationships with customized outreach and real-time email and messaging

Reduce attrition by sourcing feedback and proactively sourcing NPS

Make more placements by activating your TempWorks database

Capture information in one place for clear, actionable analytics

Achieve your goals with enterprise-ready technology and support

*Note* This integration does require additional setup and an existing relationship with Sense. For more

information about getting this setup, and pricing inquiries, please contact your TempWorks Account Manager.

Looking to Learn More About Our Integration?



Sense & Beyond

Beyond - Setting Up Sense Texting

Beyond - Using Sense Texting

Beyond - Fields that Sync with Sense
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